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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: highlight practical policy measures and industry practices that would lead to a more sustainable and socially responsible growth in urban centers, especially those in fast developing economies. In a region where 75 percent of its population will live in urban areas by 2025, the circular economy approach needs to be incorporated in the design, engineering, and construction of buildings and infrastructure, including integrated transportation systems in order to attain smart cities.��How to promote an equitable development of trade, the new patterns of international trade, how to make the best use of harmonization of technical codes and standards to better develop international trade in the PECC economies. NTMs are of major concern to exporters and importers as they are a major impediment to trade; the second day will offer the opportunity to highlight concrete policy measures and practices that could be adopted and replicated with the perspective of building an international trade consistent with a sustainable development of the Asia-Pacific.��In this context we chose to present the main findings of a prospective study on Paris 2020. The product-service economy implementation is a way to lower environmental impact of urban activities. The study was conducted in 2015, for the French NGO Foundation Nicolas Hulot. It was released in 2016.
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Outline: Product service Economy 

• 3 issues to be addressed 
 

• 1.Transformation of the service economy and the sharing economy: 
 

     2.Field study (Institut de l’économie circulaire) Paris 2020                                                                   
  main results 
 
• 3.New models in service economy: Smart Mobility, Hospitality, Food 

and Equipment 
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Transformation of the service economy 
with the sharing economy 
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Government 
policies and need 

for regulation 

Social changes 
Repair, 2nd hand, 

Recycling, Sharing 
models 

 

Business Trends 
Sharing models, 

Innovation, Startup 

Advances in IT, 
Platforms and Apps 

Globalization 

• New markets & products/services categories:  Sharing economy 
• Increase in demand of services 
• More intense competition 

• Innovation in service products & delivery systems, stimulated by better 
technology 

• Customers have more choice and exercise more power 
• Trend from customer to citizen expectations 

Success hinges on: 
• Understanding customers & competition 
• Viable business models 
• Creation of Values for customers and firms 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The year 2015 was a major turning point following the holding of the COP 21. The product-service economy must play a major role in the ecological transitionThe attachment to property, which seemed a few years ago still an insurmountable obstacle, weakens at all levels of society. The recent economic crisis and the crystallization of a global ecological conscience have led the French population to consider cheaper consumption methods and producers to adapt their offers to this new situation.



 
 
Product-service economy or Performance economy:  
 
“ Use without ownership: renting, borrowing, using, 
products and services as a community member or a 
client”. 
(Stahel 2015) 
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New models in service economy  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The product-service economy was initially not developed specifically to respond to environmental issues: its promoters (Giarini and Stahel 1986) see in the first place an axis of economic performance for companies. However, the environmental benefits have been highlighted early and have led to the dissemination and continuation of research in the field by authors oriented towards more systemic approaches, linking economic, environmental and social. Authors such as Buclet and Bourg (2005), historical contributors on the subject in France, have particularly emphasized the interdependencies of the functional economy on the economic and social aspects.Driven by economic conditions since autumn 2008, the reflection on the renewal of economic models and even companies continues to advance the field of the functional economy (Buclet, (2011), the Tertre (2011), Fromant and Blanc, (2012), Van Niel (2014), Adoue and Georgeault (2014), Maillefert and Robert, (2014), Buclet (2014), At the political level, the energy transition bill in France sees in the economy of feature an axis of progress and performance.�The functional economy is no longer considered solely on the relationship between companies and their consumers (Bu The functional economy is no longer considered solely on the relationship between companies and their consumers (Buclet, 2011, 2014), an expansion of relationships that can be supported is at work (Aurez and Georgeault, 2015). The result is complementary lines of research that see the functional economy as a way of reviewing relations between communities and citizens, for example.



2. Field study: Paris  
Methodology and main results 

 
• Prospective study “Paris 2020” for French NGO Foundation Nicolas Hulot 

• The main objective is “to shed light on the dynamic of implementation of the 
product-service economy by the industrial companies of consumer products, in the 
Paris and Île-de-France territories, illustrate some possible solutions in the form 
of cases, present their economic and strategic model and scenarios for 2020. 

 

A Comprehensive and forward-looking approach to Identify development paths 
that meet essential human needs: Housing , Food , Mobility, Equipment. 

• Study limited to Greater Paris.  A perimeter of 10 million people, 
appropriate case study for the major cities that will host two-thirds of the 
world's population by 2050, as well as all the associated social and 
environmental issues. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2014, the FNH asked IPAG and French National Institute for Circular Economy to update the 2008 HEC study on Paris 2015. The main objective of the prospective study was to measure the speed of adoption of new business models in 4 domains of urban economy: mobility, food, lodging and equipment. The principle of product-service economy is central to our study.



3.1New models in service 
economy: Smart food 

 
• Local production, urban farms with membership and 

community operations  
• Compost production and sharing 
• Gardens and free ground  rental 
• Use of every square meter of soil + roofs + 

underground parkings + caves etc… 
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Case studies: food 
Urban farms, roof, underground, parking  

and caves cultures, 0 waste, compost and substrate 
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3.2 New models in service 
economy:  

Smart Mobility 
 

• Smart mobility solutions  
• Shared vehicles (cars, bikes, motorcycles) 
• Paris metro for night transport 
• Professional shuttles (to business centers) 
• Peer to peer ride services  
• Peer to peer and part time car rent 
•  Reserved lane on highway when more than 2  

• Personalized navigation (Waze) 
• Smart car parks in Paris  
• Smart traffic control 
• Adaptative connected cars 
• Shared self driving cars 
• Coworking office  space to limit transportation  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Smart mobility solutions aim at reducing congestion and fostering faster, greener and cheaper transportation options:	-optimize the current transportation system	-create new transportation systems, with new paradigms.Smart Parking (optimize the existing, sensor equipment, data sharing) or on line reservation systems of unused office & business parkings) (ex: La Défense and Arena)Peer to peer ride services: trhough digital platforms and smart apps (Uber, Lyft)Peer to peer and part time car rentCar sharingPersonalized navigation (on time and fully personnalized info, best traveling way and mode (Waze)Smart traffic control: adjusting traffic flows, smart traffic lights Access regulation (resident card (Firenze), camera reading plates, paying access (London), car sharing Short term low cost parking / long term high feesAdaptative connected cars: fully equiped and automated cars (safety distances, increased road capacity)Shared self driving cars: people do not own a car but have a subscription to transportation services. They use an App to reserve. The unused cars are parked outside the city to free up the parking space in the city



Case study: mobility 
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3.3New models in service economy: 
smart hospitality 
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• Eco-designed building: To offer an eco-friendly, uncompromising 
collective service to guarantee that all the needs are met. 

• Appartment exchanges (students): To allow students to move 
without going into debt .  

• Spaces exchange between schools and companies: Service linking 
institutions of Higher Education (universities, private schools) with 
companies in the Paris region  

• Home equipment « à la carte »: A start-up to rent a 100% 
sustainable interior design service to its customers.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ecodesigned building: To offer an eco-friendly, uncompromising collective living service that assures all the needs of tenants.��This new service of collective living space is based on the pooling of housing facilities. Thus the new buildings proposed each have two collective kitchens: one on the ground floor and the second on the top floor. The kitchen on the ground floor is accompanied by a large dining-room, while the kitchen on the top floor opens onto a large terrace. These kitchens are fully equipped and continuously supplied with eco-friendly products thanks to the partnership with an AMAP (organic coop) and a local "organic" store.Appartment exchanges (students): Allow students to change cities without going into debt or ruining their families. Training is becoming increasingly specialized to meet the demands of the job market. With Unitroc, students can now exchange rooms and live comfortably.Home equipment « à la carte »: The startup offers a 100% sustainable interior design service to its customers. This service allows them to no longer have to worry about buying, transporting or selling their furniture while having the opportunity to use furniture at a lower cost. This service is intended for individuals as well as businesses, associations and communitiesSpaces exchange between schools and companies: Service linking institutions of Higher Education (universities, private schools) with companies in the Paris region so that institutions can offer to rent their premises and vice versa companies can organize all kinds of events within the



Case studies: lodging 
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• Home sharing available to 
students or young professionals 

• Home exchange worldwide  for  
holiday 
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3.4New models in service 
economy: Smart equipment 
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• Renting of furniture, domestic appliances, electronic 
devices, garments, lawn mover, tools etc…  

• Loan or free use 



Recommendations & conclusions 

• New business models: R&D phase 
• Local development expected 
• With Public Private Population Partnerships (PPPP) 
• Need of a regulatory framework balancing 

economic and social value creation and profits, 
equity among actors… 
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Thank you 
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